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Think of 42nd Street and Madison
THE average New Yorker has

eyes that see not the wonders
existing before him.

And yet, our corner of Madison
Avenue and 42nd Street ranks
with Suez and Panama and the
Bosphorus as a high spot on world
thorofares.

The miner from Montana steps
off the train and drops in at our

store to buy his first Eastern hat
From Alaska and Alberta, from

Bangor and the great Northeast,they
pause at our door. Strange faces and

foreign tongues, brought by the

ships to Montreal or Halifax or

Boston.they stand at our cofner

stupefied by mountain-buildings.

Here is the thorofare that serves

Fifth and Park Avenues (American
Mayfair). Here pass the main routes

to Wall Street, to the two rivers, to

Broadway (which ends nobody
knows where, near Lake Champlain
or the Thousand Islands).

New Yorkers ! There is no corner

in the world that more justly de¬
serves fame. When building was

at a stop in Manhattan, here it
couldn't stop. Till just now, men

have been thrusting up new and

higher skyscrapers, -, making this
world corner conspicuous even to
the bird-man in the sky lanes.

Think of 42nd and Madison.

There we have opened the lar¬
gest of our stores.the newest link
in a chain of public service shops.
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For many years we have been
learning to give New York clothing
and men's furnishings on the right
basis.high quality, humane prices,
attentive service. From the begin¬
ning we have sought your custom

by deserving it.

Our progress is marked by the
fact that our newest and largest
store is on the world corner at
42nd Street and Madison because
it belongs there.
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